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ABSTRACT altcnuation coupled wtth cool Flibe liquid _pray for
" ' ' condensation of vaporized Flibe, Since llquia Flib_

has the effect of absorbing and attenuating the high
The HYLIFE - II conceptual design calls for analysi0 enerBy residuals, it forins one of the main
of highly transient condensattota on droplets to attractions in the HYLIFE-II design, And In the
achieve a rapidly decaying pressure field, Drops HYLIFE-II the aim is to take the advantage of better
exposed to the required trat_slenl vapor pressure field safety characteristics of liquid Flibe compared to the
are first heated by condensation bul later begin to liquid lithium of the HYLIFE.I desigr_; The X_ray
reevaporate after the vapor temperature falls below energy i6 deposited in a thit_ layer of tl_e Flibe
the drop surface 'temperature, An approximate curtal. _t the surface exposed to the microexpiosion.
method of analysis has been developed based 0t_ the This results it_ sudden evaporation, dissociation and
assumption that the thermal resistance is Ionization of a considerable amount of Flibe liquid.
concentrated in the liquid, The time dependent Mosl of the plasma i0 very energetic and implodos
boundary condition is Ireated via the Duham¢i onto the site of the microexpiosion, A _mall
integral for the pure conduction model. 'The fraction of the mass evaporated is less energetic and
resulting Nusselt number is enhanced to account for is dispersed within the chamber volume raising the
convection within the drop and then used to predict pressure significantly, The imploded gaseous
the drop mea_l tetnperature history. Many histories material has an average internal energy far in excess

, are considered to determine the spray rate lleCessary of the s_turated vapor state, Much of the excess
to achieve the required complete condensatioil, energy is expected to be rapidly transferred to the

Flibe curtain by rt_diatlon and convection causing

' INTRODUCTION _,dditLonal material to be vaporized. The total
anlount of vapor generated can only be fouBd from a
detailed analysis of these complex processes. For a

An ICF (jnc:trial confinemem fusion) power plain conservative estimate wo assume that ali tl_e X.ray
basically con_tsts of three parts: (1) a primary energy is eventually present as internal energy of
energy source (called tl_e driver) which can eitl_er be saturated Flibe vapor filling the entire reactor
a laser or ion beam, (2) a reactor chamber (also chamber, This is conservative because some
called Vacuum chamber or target cllambcr) where lhc sen,i,ible heatt.g of the Flibe curtain ts causc.d by X-
thermonuclear reaction ( D + T = He + n +1"/.6 ray energy via subsequent heat transfer processes.
Mev) occurs, and (3) tan energy removal and However, this heating ]eaves ta protective thermal
conversion system 1o produce electrical pc)wor, boundary layer on the curtain surfacesuch tl_at thoy

do not aid in lhc condensation process. Continuous
Flibe _pray 1_; to be provided into tl_e annulus

After a thermonuclear microexplosion, between tl_e curtain avid the vessel wall0 adequate to
typically 32% of' the energy Lscarried by X-rays and handle the entire condensation process,
enorgetic debris and the remainder by neutrons, The
ene.rgy rtadiates in every direction i,side the cavlly,
finding a piace for final deposition, Hettce the The condetlsalion in the HYI.IFE-II ts a
prevention of the damagi.g effects of the neutroI_s, highly transient process, After the explosion of a
x-rays a.d debris represents a primary technical fuel pellet, tt vapor pressure of hundreds of MPa
concen_ in the design of an ICF reactor. In order to builds up at the center of the cavity, Ovi the other
protect the _tructura! wall of tl_e reactor tl_rough its Iland, to creale the beam path for the l_exl laser
lifetime, ta scheme has'been proposed in the beam (ion benin) bombardnlenl, the pressure ha_ to
HYLIFE-li design wl_ich consists of a ¢urtnln of be lowered to 10 Pa ( 0,1 Pa), The whole
liquid Flibe jet_ for neutron absorption and bla_¢t condensation process is to be completed In tens of



mtlllsecol_ds for a repetition rate of several Hertz,, lt To,.wllerc T O<TBa t
is the extreme change in vapor pressure required that (2)_ At time t--- 0 tl_e surface temperature jumps (o
characterizes this transient condensalion process, and remains at Tsa t,

, (__),Neglect the thermal rcslstat_c_ of condensate a_2d

The approximate method adopted to neglect change in the droplet size, _
estimate the condensatiota tn HYLIFE-li consists,of (4), Neglect the internal convection, !
assuming that the surfaee_ of droplets arc always at (5) Neglect dlt_tortions of droplet shal_,
the saturation temperature corresponding to the

instantaneous 'vapor pressure. This Is equivalent to The lranstent conduetioii equation is
assuming that ali the thermal resistance is on tl_e
liquid side of the interface. Because the problem is ,

convonienl to use the Ouhamel sunerposltion _ " r2 (1)
integral with the futad_mentat solution _or a step 0t _r]
change irt vapor pressure (surface temperature) to
calculate, the thermal history of nn individual droplet
of any specified size exposed to the transient vapor where
pre_sure (assumed exponentially dee_ying il_ time in 0 ( r, t ) "-- T ( r, t ) - T0
this analysis), We have the pure conduction u_odel
for lhc fundamental solution, Hljikala i has done a1_d
nUmericfd calculations for tile htgll Peeler number _-_X..
case which sltow that the convection induced by pcv
Hill's vortex and surface oscillations enhance, the

pure conduction tran,_lent 'Nus_eh number ft, tl_¢ is the thermal diffusivity. The correEipondi)_g initial
step forch'_g fur)c_lon by a faclor of about lcr His and boundary conditlol_s are
calculalions wore verified by e_.periments Our
approach then, is to use the Duhamel superl)ositior_
integral to obtain the 'ranslent heat tralltJf'cr 0 ( r, 0 ) - 0 0
coefficient for exponentially decaying surface
temperature for pure conduction, The he_t transfer
coefficlent is then enhanced by HUikata't. factor and 0 ( R, 1 ) - 0., lt) .- T., . To

• the result used ili (an ordinary differelltial equ_|tion to
ob_ain th_ _lmc dependence of the: average

temperature of the drop. This procedure is only 00 ( 0, t)
approxln'tate because e_act numerical calculation - 0

' would show tl_a( the enhancement factor may be time Or
dependent when the time constant for exponential

decay of surface temperature is smaller than the The solution of this problem is given by
characteri_tlC time constants of the convective Carslaw and Jaeger [3]
processes, (Clift. el al, ;z show also that for

moderate Peelet numbers the conduction al_d .T_T(r,_-%
convection effects may combine lo produce _(r,t)_ ......
oscillation tu the Nusselt number, eyed, for tt_e step ']'_,t -To
forcing function case,) The res_tlting enhanced
Nusselt number i_ then used to pl'edict the drop mean

i to delormlne the spray rate necessary to achieve the =, I -_. _k
"i required condensation, r .._ k.

ENERGY ABSORBED BY A SINGLE DROPLET wl_ere eigenvalues _., '_ n _t, and Fourier modulus

Po =o_I/Rz,

TI_¢ funda._ental transient cortduction

solution is found ('or a _tep change bo_lndary The surface temperature difference of the
condition ba_cd on the following a.qsumption_: droplet (above tl_e initial drop temperature) is

assumed to be experientially decaylug with time

(1), The droplet t_ irdtially at unit'c)rm temperature
0,.,,(t) (3)



wh_r¢ 0 isth(_st_ptemperaturerlseatt_. O, By and thetranslenlNu,cseltnumber t_Duh'umel's tl'_orcm _, we o,an find the solution for
tl_e time d_pendent _urfac.e temperature. The _l'_legral
theorem is

Nu(,.) =h ( t)D
k

o( r,t) =S _V(r, t) + _,( r, t ,r)a°"'('r-) d_. (4)
dx A combination of the equ_ll.on8 (7), (8),

(9), and' (10) gives

, Substituling from equatlol_s (2) and (3), solving, _nd

norl..dimet_slonalir.ing, _,v(_obtain JL--e-r_/_o . 6'_-' ¢ _,'_9o.(x_ 0)z e' _2

va0 z., _,,_o(J _r.,,o). Nu(Fo) - ..i _ - -=

O(p, Fo e._0/r_o._ ..

L,_, {- _)"e"!"_' ._ poeS._°
{_)

(5) At this point lt i_ useful _.o examine the
result of the pure condt_ction model in o_'der to see

where reduced mass p ,,- r/R and Foo=_lo/R 7 is the quali)attvely 8emc of the salien! feature of the
problem, Based on the assumptions stated earlier we

Fourier modulus at t -=.tO. Averaging over _pace, we estimate tht_t ve_por fi_'et encounters the _pray when
have it has become saturated vapor at 1500 K, For a la_er

driver the vapor must bo reduced to 955 K (Tset at
t:,.o

6_,, ;L,.._q(,e 10 P_) and we choose a spray tomper_lure of 843 K,, -- .-_.e'r'°/r'° + -- _---'*_._ Further we ohoose _n allowed condensation time, '1:,
0(Fo)(9 ,,_ L,[.I- X,,Fo0[ width is _maller t!_an our desig|'_ repetition period,

From these choices the parameter tn equation (3) are

(6) found to be O =657 K and to _ 0,0225 _;for !: "-

40 ms _nd _0" 0,0450 _ for 1: = 80 ms.

The inslanlaneous surface laser flux to the

droplel is then In Figure 1 we show radial temperature;
profile in a 10 turn diameter Flibe drop as predicted

by equation (5) fu_ "_ ,_ 40 and for some selected
q"(t) ___j.__d Q( t_} (7) times, First it is evideut that the thermal

,tn_ 2 dl penetration thickness is small (le_s thatt a
millimeter for the time scale of the problem). Next

where Q (I) ts the cumulative energy _bsorbcd by a v,'e note that this surface layer i_ very rapidly heated
single d.roplct given by initially, however after only about 19 ms the

temperature gradient (heat flux) at [he surface is
reduced to zero, Therefore lhc heat flux ts rever_ed,

.LP-R_p_cv _tv,,1) . (8) i, e., the drop begins to evaporette. (')nee the pointQ( tj
3 of zero surface heat flux is reached )1drop becomes _,

liability (a vapor source).. App_/(rently further
condensation must (lopeud upon the introduction of

The Iteat transfer coefficient is the)) new cold suHaco by tile continuous spray, This
means that control of the residence time is desirable,

1,(t) _ _--¢'(t) (9)
2,' Figure 2 shows the average drop

0,,,( t) t)
.t,,, temperature predicted by eqt,_tton (6)for drop

, _)1 " ',_ , _ II_t' ' I_I rl' II , , II
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li _: _IEF:} ELE:L' I,il3(.L.EF_P '[El_. l.lo,415,::,4:,'ieIS:::S '!.ep ..:::!:,':11:1' ] ,:v,_., l.ll:,,l[ll:l,.i I It,I:'':, .....
Ii +

, _O,O.T,M, :

o,o,,,o,,oo d,-op !/-.--\' , t_= _.6x 10"4rn"'tj

m%dO(t_'dr ) "h'( t)A[ 0.,( t) -0'( t)] (13) '

where O'(t)li the telnperaturedifference in the !'
ooaductlon-cor_ve¢llonmodel,and m Is rho ma_i of ,_,,

the droplet. The initial oondhlon is _ ' .,.,_,_.
i

114'_o

71o). o,
I

* I Ir_,

The cumulative heat absorbed by lhc drop

,_, D i _. llrlm, t.I __._1_,_1 llll ,1 =. 40 ITIll,

gOO'OT " P,nheneement la_torl f

' _ _' _ 40 n_, 0,00 6.04 0,08 O,ttl

"_" _ r_= I0mm Time (Seoona)

• [ I "_ 0 _ 6f,7I< F_gure 5, Average drop tompez'atul'e predicted by

a_ 7 oor_vectton model with r= lO for Flibe,

'S a" predictlol_s by equation (13) with an enhancement
factor f '- 10 are compared for drop diameters of 5

._. mm, shapes ct these curve_ aret_nd 10 The overall

,o0.0 slmtl_r to thos_ of th_ unenhanced heat transfer
, _ coefficient case, but convection greatly increase the

drop temperatures, lt is seen by 2
colaparing Figure

with Figure 5 that convection cause_ drop
._ , temperatures to be higher than in pure conduction
t.a

t,0,o closely by the enhancement lacier througtlouX their

_D ] histories, This result is to be expected. The

_" t fraction of the etlergy gained thai is lo_I by

"_ recooltng is net changed by convection, but the
absoltll¢ energy finally removed is, of COUl'6¢,

o,o.- , ,___,___,______. increased,
0.oo o,o_ o.o_ o.l_

Time (Second)
We have recently st,_rted coU_boratlon with

Ht,jikata to carry out numerical solution of the
thgure 4, Average drop temperat, ure predicted by tt,e COnvectiOn problems with the time dependent
appmxtmab_ ealculaldoB with convecttor| for Flibe, boundary ooadttJoll, This work will be reported in a

later paper, Some early rcsuhs for Peeler number of

Q*(t) =Lr,.R ,_ 0' . 106
3 pc v (t) (15) and a forcing ftll_ctior| tte|'ined by 19 ,= 4,1_7 Kand to _ 11,1 ms h_ve been compared wlth

predictions of the pre0em approximate method,
Tills ha.* given a preliminary indication lhaI the

The _o'.t)tion to equatlo_ (t3)has been approxtmalo method using a constant factor f
plotted in Figure 4 for condensation time of 40 ms matches the exact nulllerical calculation within a few
thud for droplet dlarnt_ter o1" 10 mm with different percent when the approprl_t_ value is chop;en for f
¢nhnncement factors. 111 Figure 5 lhc (approximately f = 2 for' tt_e example), lt also

indicates that convective enhar_cement 1_ not a_
great for HYLIFE conditioBs as may have been
implied by HLjikata'8 original work _,

Ii
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NUMBER OF DROPLETS REQUIRED IN of'which rn are inside the cavity at t _ 0 and rl i_re
CONDENSATION PROCESS outside, We number the groups from rho bottom Hp.

a8 showtl in Figure 6,

Now We consider the residence time in tile

chamber and forcing function experienced by each Since ali drops in the first m groups start
drop, Ali d_-ops that are h't the chamber at the start at tilt: initial point on the forcing function, the
of condonsattotl sae the same forotng function but eltergy absorMd by ,_ach drop Iii rho group is given
they leave the chamber at dtffe.renl thne depondlttg by tile history of a drop, as tn Figure 7, evaluated at
on their initial position, A drop at tl_¢ top of the the time tltat group exits the chamber, l, e,,
chamber at t " 0 ltas a resident:c thne, _r, determined.
from

............. : r -"'".'.-L":I,....'-A't

Drops Entering k I _!

rl Croups gntorln

H m v tr + 0.5 g t, a () 6) Cavity within 1; -=- C'_v[ty' Drop I_eCtlon

where l-t ts the height of the chamber and v ts the --Vel°city'__:,v I ] ....i .. i
velocity of spray. If the gr_vitatlor_al effect is
negligible

lt

t,. (17)\,
m Ooups Inside

A drop near the helium of the cl_amber at t Drops lrtside , Cavity _l
- 0 has a _hortened residence time, DrOps that are Cavity -1

sprayed during the condet,s_t,on perio(l sec the ,i.._.._._ _'_
forcing function, equation (3), but with a lime
delay, In order to account tor ali tl_¢ different .... -......:............. _1, ............. :,. ._

circumstances we a_stgn the drops to group_ by B_fore Grouplr_g After Grouptn_
dividing the height of the chamber Into m equal

, h'ttCrvals so that each interval has the height Figure 6. Schematic graph of grouping the droplets
' within a _p¢c1£Ic condensation period.

,nl

2
The. behavior of ali drops tn a group is represented
by a drop at the geometric center of the group. The
group translation time i_ where n = I, 2, .... m and Q", is obtained from

equation (15) with 0 evaluated at t =2,,kl-.._-ltg

I_ = _- , (1 9) We see that, for example, group I exits the cilamber

tt_ 3tR
at t = _, group 2exitsrat t -', _, etc,The ttumber of groups entering the cavity during the " 2

condensation time is

For groups n > m tl is neceBsary to

q ,.--I , (20) resolve the etttire problem for forcing functions
t8 urdquo to e_;h group

t (n " 'n) t' }

: Thcrctore the tot_:dnumber oi groups contributing to t +

the condensation is 0 ,,.=,.,,,.,'1 O exp ----------_ .... (23)
t_

r -m + n '



t i

40,0 1

: 1 = 40 rlrlll,

L -_I0 mm

co (27)

°°'°1/ _",,,.
_i I ] /r'_'k _oupl-b 7 (_ndth(__praymas_flow r_t_

O_ i17S -'l_D 3p,.,hL , (28)

q' , ,

, _,',, 40 llu;

v = 2_ m Is
H - 3 m

o,ol m i 5
oo0 0,t_ o.0_ 0.t_ 11 = I 66

'l'lme (S_ond) t8 = 0,024 6
lr = 0,12 S

laillul'e7,Av_ruilvtcl,lperBt,urehlf_t_i'yfordifferent

drop group_ predated by (,onvc'(.,ttonmodel with For cotavcctive results we choose f -, 2, Drop
exponential forchti funcLion, average temperatures for oach group t_re .hown in

Figure 7, From these histories we calculato the
where n _ m + 1, m + 2..... m +[q]and ['rl] I_ rho average temperatures of each group a8 ii exits the
largest whole number less than TI, spray field, The results, together with the energy
It1 general lhc last group may have _ size less J.han removed by each group are summarized tn ]'able I,

' Furthor, for the conditions of the e_.ample, lt is
_, h is given by found that lhc requh'e.d spray ta

' _l _'_I "[q] (24) N .- 2.93 x 105 drops / _oup,
co -- 1,22 x 107'drops / s,

and lt t_ccsthe I'vrclng function ria,--1.31 x 104 kg I _,

O,_,,._.l_+ I =(_ exp/ "--_1t. 7_ (25) jets al 25 m/_ requires a Flll_ flow rate of 1,57 x10 5 kg/_, Bo lhc spray is onl$ 7,7% of the total
Flibe flow rate, The spray Io jet surface trea ratio t_

The total erlergy absorbed by ali gToUpSiS then 1,22 So the a_Bt_mption_of lhc approximate method
R¢ern reasonable.

Q,,--N Q'_ + ( n • L_l])Q',,,,,I,d+_ (21">) C'_NCLUSIONS

An approximate nletllod h_s beendeveloped

where Qm+b_, Ii_ the energy absorbed by the l_s't tc,,calculate transient condcnsatiol_ on spray, The• metllod (lceo_mts for the role of convection within
group N is the number of drops per group, at'td QI IS the drops and the time dependence of tile vapor
the total energy required to be absorbed tn order Io l_r_BSure, Due Io the Wansient v_aporpressure, drops
bring down the ct_vity pressure. SolvLng equallon are initially heal stlak_ for condensation but quickly
26 for N, we _tre table to find lhc required _pray rate begLn to reev(tporate, ThiBfenttire of rho problem
of drops makes very small dropB undesirable in the ICF

, , , i , . , , '111 i, I_ . ii _ ' III'
, , , , q i II



'l'able 1, Drop E)cit Temperature _.nd Energy Absorbed tr ' rcstden0e ttme_
by Group q". Instantaneous surface heat flux

--- ,,_ - v. Drop velocity

Groups Temperature K % of Total
_, ,.,.......... F - Total number of groups

1 31,_ 21,9 _(z'J) - Solution of fundamental transient oonductlon
" problem

2 30,_ 20,8 _'n" Eigenvalues..... i 1, ,, -- - - -.

3 23,( 16,3 0 - Tomlx_ratur¢ history•: lm .....___ ,_ _ , _L l --i l

4 19 13,1 O - Step temperature rise
.i , .... :.- , .,,a -'-:

• 't •Condensation time
5 15,( 10,7

..... _ ......... -1 I _ " D;op density

• 6 15' 10,3 1l N_mb_r of drop entering cavity duringii _ i ;_ i --:. _- / =. ,,m ,--

7 I0 6,9 condent_aiton time
-, , , ,

application.+ _ Height thateach group occupies insidecavityco -,Drop ,:prayrate

Preliminary comparison with exact References
nunlerloul solutions of theconveCtion problem show

thatthe presentmodel isvery,accurate(when f is !, K, Hijl_,ata,
known) af_d the computational effort I_ a small [ 2 ], Clift, R,; Grace, J, R,; and Weber, M, E,; "
fraction of that roqulr_ for direct numerical solution, Bubble, DrOps and Particles ", AcadmnLa Press,
Additional numerfcal solutions will be needed to 19'78,
characterize+ f tn terms of t't_e problem parameters,
The appro×tmate method should be an efficient tool
for use lit doslg,t opthnl_atton studies. [ 3 ], Cat, law, am.l Jaeger, " Cot_duction of H_at tn

Solids " 2hd Ed, Oxford at the Clarendon Press,
1959,

'l"hla work v,,a_ sponst._r_d by the Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory and tileDepartment of Energy.

A-Surface atca of drop

-Specit'tc heal capacity
• Drop diameter

Fo. Fourier numt_r
f. Enhancement fa¢lOr
h(t) - Transient heat transfer cocfficiem
k - Thermtxl |.'onductivity
In . Nulltbcr of drop groups i_l.¢idechalltbcr
,h, - blass flow rate

N - Number of drop8 pcr group
n - Whole number
Nu(t) - Transient Ntlssclt numbcr
Q(t) - Cumulative energy nbsot'bed by a single drop
QI- Total energy absorbed by ali _,rot|ps
R - Drop radiu_

I_- Group translation trine
to - Time constant
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